EZ-Fit Trio
Triple 2.5" SSD / HDD Bracket for Internal 3.5" Drive Bay
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M3*6 screws x 4
for device

User manual x 1

Device x 1
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Guide d'Installation

製品の組み込み手順について

操作步驟

Guía

操作步骤

This bracket is designed to fit 3 x 7mm height 2.5” drives. However,
different configurations are possible with various drive height. For
9.5 →15mm height 2.5” drive installation please refer to section 3 different drive height Installations.
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To remove the tray from the bracket,
push the tray tabs inward on both
sides of the tray to unlatch.
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While pushing the tabs inward, pull
the drive tray out from the bracket.
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Once the tray is pulled out from the
bracket, remove the plastic tray
holder from the tray.
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The tray has built-in screws, simply place
the drive and align the four screw holes
with the built-in screws as shown above.
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Insert the tray all the way in until
both side’s tray tab are latched to
the bracket.

Once the trays are secured, the drive
installation process is complete.

Note：Different Drive Height Installations
For 5-7mm height drives - Fits 3 x 5-7mm height
drives into all three tray slots.

5-7mm
5-7mm
5-7mm

For 9.5mm height drives - Fits 1 x 9.5mm height
drives on top slot and 1 x 5-9.5mm height drive on
bottom slot. However, the tray on top needs to be
inserted upside down into the top slot.

9.5mm
(Insert upside down)

For 12.5-15mm height drives - Fits 1 x 12.5-15mm
height drive into the middle slot and 1 x 5-7mm
height drive into the bottom slot only.

12.5-15mm
(Use the middle slot)

5-9.5mm

5-7mm

For more product information, please visit http://www.icydock.com
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